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Who decides? The Lawmaker or the Source of conduct. The primary characteristic of the process
of making a law is who gets to make the decision about whether or not to engage in a course of conduct.
Sometimes, a Lawmaker wants to make the decision for the Source. This is called regulation. With regulation, the Source has no choice but the Lawmaker's. The Lawmaker substitutes his decision for the Source's.
At other times, a Lawmaker does not want to regulate either the armative conduct or the negative conduct.
When there is an absence of intervention by a Lawmaker in both armative and negative conduct, a Lawmaker is allowing the Source of conduct to make the decision. This is called deregulation. In deregulation,
the Source has autonomy, liberty and freedom. It is up to the Source to decide.
You cannot tell whether or not a Lawmaker has put the decision whether or not to engage in conduct
into the hands of a Source of conduct or reserved it to himself without looking at the pair of opinions a
Lawmaker forms about each polarity of conduct. It is only when a Lawmaker desires not to intervene with
regard to both polarities that the decision whether or not to engage in conduct is the Source's to make.
Conduct is legal in two ways but illegal in only one. Conduct is legal if it is done or not
done in accordance with a permission or a command. Conduct is illegal only if it is done or not
done contrary to a command. It is legal for a motorist to drive through a green trac light not
because a Lawmaker has permitted a motorist to do so but because a Lawmaker has required a
motorist to do so.
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